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Chapter Three 
TOOLS FOR OPEN SPACE AND NATURAL RESOURCE 

PROTECTION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Successful implementation of the OS&NRP Plan will require following the 
recommendations listed in Chapter Two. This chapter provides additional 
information to assist with implementation of the OS&NRP Plan. It focuses on 
education, open space and natural resource protection tools and voluntary 
property owner actions. 
 
Education 
The OS&NRP Plan is foremost an education tool for land owners and local 
officials. It identifies scenic and natural resources worthy of protection, prioritizes 
those resources and provides a variety of approaches communities can select 
among to use in protecting important resources in their communities. 
 
Local officials should read the Plan and discuss the contents at public meetings 
in their communities. Where there is uncertainty about the intent of the Plan or 
the implementation tools, experts should be brought in to provide clarity and 
explain options. This is especially important since much of the implementation 
will be opportunity based. 
 
The OS&NRP Plan sets out different ways to manage land. It represents a 
paradigm shift, a new way if thinking, which will require extra educational efforts 
and leadership. Key community leaders will be needed to step forward in support 
of the Plan and to seize opportunities that emerge. 
 
Widespread distribution of educational materials is very important. Fact sheets 
should be prepared that explain and illustrate various open space and natural 
resource protection issues.  
 
Use a Variety of Protection Tools 
Benzie County communities should utilize the open space and natural resource 
protection tools that best apply to the land types and protection needs of their 
community. However, Benzie County communities should remember that no 
one tool will apply in all situations and that they should be prepared to use 
a variety of approaches.  
 
Local communities not under County zoning may wish to adopt a purchase of 
development rights ordinance modeled after that presented in this Plan. See 
Chapter 4. This would enable local units to qualify for State funds to purchase the 
development rights of farmland if the property owners are willing. 
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Encourage Voluntary Property Owner Actions 
Property owners can apply some of the principles in the OS&NRP Plan on their 
own land without having to wait for the County or other governmental units to 
adopt or implement various protection tools. The design guidelines in the 
OS&NRP Plan (pages 80 to 81) and in the Grand Traverse Bay Region 
Development Guidebook illustrate approaches for the development and 
redevelopment of residential, commercial and industrial properties in ways that 
protect the character of the Benzie County landscape and its scenic and natural 
resources. Some of the approaches are as simple as not clearing the vegetation 
from a strip of land next to the road when the property is developed. If most 
individual property owners did that one simple thing, and owners of properties 
already cleared returned a roadside strip to north woods vegetation, Benzie 
County would make a giant leap forward in protection of scenic quality. 
 
This chapter presents much more detail on the kinds of voluntary actions 
landowners can take to continue to preserve and protect the natural rural 
character (north woods character) of Benzie County. In many cases, it involves 
doing nothing different with the land than keeping it as it exists today. Benzie 
County’s north woods character is based on the current landowners decision to 
let nature run its course on much of the land in the County. If this were to 
continue unchanged, there would be no need for an OS&NRP Plan in the 
County. However, change is occurring daily, and the direction of current trends 
could result in tremendous loss of north woods character within the next decade, 
if there is no effort to change the trend, without stopping new development. 
 
Some of the approaches are as simple as not clearing the 
vegetation from a strip of land next to the road when the 
property is developed. If most individual property owners did 
that one simple thing, and owners of properties already cleared 
returned a roadside strip to north woods vegetation, Benzie 
County would make a giant leap forward in protection of scenic 
quality. 
 
 
VOLUNTARY TOOLS 
 
Voluntary Management to Preserve Existing Characteristics 
Voluntary management tools rely on the participation of a land owner without 
direct compensation for their efforts or regulations that force compliance. 
Voluntary tools rely on the responsibility of the property owner and peer pressure 
for property owners to “do the right thing.” The primary voluntary tools for 
protecting open space and natural resources are: 
• Design Guidelines. These are instructions, often illustrated, that show the 

property owner or developer an improved approach to designing, planning 
and developing property than the conventional. Design guidelines deal with 
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the location of open space on a property, landscaping and vegetation 
management to improve scenic character and protect natural resources, 
subdivision layout, automobile access management, pedestrian access, sign 
and building design and other topics. 

• Best Management Practices (BMPs). These are generally methods for 
managing agricultural, forest and other natural resource lands to prevent 
pollution of waterways. BMPs often deal with vegetation strips along streams, 
soil erosion and sedimentation control, and drain practices. 

• Generally Accepted Management Practices (GAMPs). These are similar to 
BMPs, but represent the best practical management approach, not 
necessarily the best approach that might also be prohibitively expensive. The 
term, “generally accepted,” refers to natural resource protection methods 
understood by resource professionals to protect water and soil resources 
when applied to agriculture, forestry and other land activities. 

 
Purchase or Donation of Land 
The most straightforward way to permanently protect land is to transfer 
ownership from an owner not willing or unable to protect it to a new owner who 
can and will. The public or nonprofit sector can buy the land or receive it as a 
donation. Private landowners can sell or donate their land (or an interest in the 
land) to a conservation organization or a public land management agency. 
Several techniques are available to facilitate these transactions. They include 
conservation sales, fee simple acquisition and outright donations, including 
reserved life estates. 
 
Conservation Sale 
A conservation - or bargain - sale combines elements of a traditional land sale 
and a conservation easement. Using this technique, landowners may sell their 
farms at less than full market value to a qualified public agency or land 
conservation organization. The difference between the full market price and the 
bargain sale price is considered a charitable gift for federal income tax purposes. 
The donation often results in tax benefits for the seller. Whoever buys the farm, 
forest, wetland or other sensitive land can limit future development by protecting 
the land with a conservation easement. 
 
Fee Simple Acquisition 
One of the most direct ways for government and nonprofit conservation 
organizations to protect farmland, forestland and other important properties is to 
buy it outright. Also called "fee simple acquisition," local governments typically 
have used this technique to acquire land for public projects, such as parks, river 
corridors, water treatment plants or reservoirs. While it is possible for 
governments to use police power to purchase land through eminent domain, the 
state and local governments in Michigan rarely (if ever) use it to acquire land for 
natural resource, recreation or open space land protection. This is the most 
expensive approach to acquiring open space or natural resource lands. 
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Governments can buy entire fee interests in land and then sell them with 
easements in place, or they can purchase land and lease it with restrictions on 
use. In direct farmland purchases, governments often achieve the best results 
when they return the land to private ownership, with easements severely limiting 
future development attached. 
 
Outright Donation 
Landowners can donate their properties outright to a qualifying public agency or 
nonprofit land conservation organization. If landowners do not want to place a 
conservation easement on their property themselves, they can make this a 
stipulation in the donation. In effect, this technique amounts to a charitable gift. In 
exchange, landowners may receive reductions in federal taxes, including capital 
gains and estate taxes. The tax benefits are typically greater than in a 
conservation sale. The American Farmland Trust is actively involved in helping to 
arrange donations of farm land. 
 
Donations of land for conservation purposes can be achieved in several ways. 
Some include immediate outright donation, others are achieved via a bequest 
through a will or a donation with a reserved life estate. With reserved life estates, 
landowners can plan the future of their property with a qualified conservation 
organization while retaining the right to use it for the rest of their lives. In this 
way, they can ensure permanent land protection, reduce income and estate 
taxes, and continue to work and live on their land. 
 
PA 116 
In an effort to curb significant losses of agricultural land to residential 
development, the Michigan Legislature passed tax relief legislation in the form of 
the Farmland and Open Space Preservation Act, PA 116 of 1974 (now Part 361 
of Act 451 of 1994 as amended). The act enables a landowner to enter into a 
development rights agreement with the state, whereby the property owner agrees 
to keep the enrolled land for agricultural use in return for a credit on the state 
income tax. The minimum duration of an agreement is ten years but it may be for 
a longer period, up to 50 years. Agreements can be renewed. 
 
Farmland 
Eligibility requirements include: 
• An operating farm of more than 40 acres in size 
• An operating farm of 5 to 40 acres with a gross annual income of $200 per 

tilled and cleared acre.  
• An operating specialty farm (as designated by MDA) of at least 15 acres with 

a gross annual income of at least $2,000. 
• At least 51% of the land in an operating farmland application must be under 

active cultivation or pasture. 
 
There are 12 properties enrolled in this program in Benzie County and statewide 
there are about 4.5 million acres enrolled. 
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Open Space 
A property owner may become involved with PA 116 with either “designated 
open space” or “local” open space lands. Designated open space lands are 
recognized as unique or sensitive by the state with historic, riverfront or 
shoreland areas. The parcel must be undeveloped and recognized by the state 
or federal government for its unique values. The agreement is between the 
property owner and the state and there is no loss of property taxes to the local 
unit of government. Local open space lands are those areas approved by the 
local unit of government to conserve natural or scenic resources, promote 
conservation of soils, wetlands, beaches or to preserve historic sites and idle 
potential farmland. Local open space agreements are between the property 
owner and the local unit of government. There is a loss of property taxes to the 
local unit of government. 
 
There are 2 properties enrolled in this program in Benzie County and several 
hundred in the state. 
 
Neither of the PA 116 programs require public access to the lands enrolled. 
 
Commercial Forest Act (CFA) PA 94 of 1924 as Amended 
The Commercial Forest Act is an incentive to private landowners to retain and 
manage their forestland for long-term timber production by property tax relief. 
Listed forestlands to not pay ad valorem property taxes, instead a specific tax of 
$1.10/acre is paid annually. Additionally the state annually pays $1.20 per acre 
enrolled to the county. Enrolled lands must be a minimum of 40 acres and are 
required to be open to public hunting and fishing without permission of the owner. 
Statewide, most of the lands enrolled under the act are owned by the forest 
industry. The Commercial Forest Act is administered by the MDNR. Public 
access to the enrolled land is a requirement of CFA. 
 
There are 29 properties enrolled in this program in Benzie County and 1,300 in 
the state.  
 
DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS TOOLS: PDR & TDR 
 
The outright sale or donation of property involves the transfer of all rights in land 
from one owner to another. The PA 116 program utilizes contracts with farms for 
a specified period to prevent development on farmland. These contracts 
encumber one of the rights in land—the development right. Two contemporary 
tools known as PDR and TDR focus on the purchase and sale of development 
rights. These are important new tools in the open space and natural resources 
protection tool box, but before understanding these tools and their use, it is 
important that the reader more fully understand development rights. 
 
Development Rights are Basic Property Rights 
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The ownership of land can be described as a bundle of rights (see Figure 4). The 
right to prohibit trespassing on, to develop, to sell or bequeath the property are 
some of the rights in this bundle. The bundle may be separated, and some of the 
rights can be sold. For example, landowners might sell their mineral rights or 
easements to permit a power line to cross their land. Some ownership interests 
are complex, as in condominiums, for example, where some property rights are 
owned privately and the remainder are in common ownership. 
 
Development rights are a central component of this bundle of property rights. 
They may be separated from other property rights and purchased, donated, or 
condemned for public purposes. In addition, development rights can also be 
restricted without purchase through restrictive covenants, environmental 
regulations, zoning ordinances, building codes, and other land development 
regulations. This is usually done to prevent pollution, harm or negative impact on 
other people or property, or to prevent the destruction of natural resources. Other 
potential impacts of development, such as noise, traffic, and loss of property 
value on abutting parcels are also reasons for such regulations. 
 
The public's authority to restrict private property rights is limited by the just 
compensation clause of the U.S. Constitution and the laws of eminent domain. 
Just compensation inevitably becomes an issue when private property is desired 
for use for a public purpose, such as a road widening. However, private property 
sometimes affords other public benefits. Forested lots, for example, often 
become valued by surrounding residents as a natural park. When development is 
proposed on the forested area, neighborhood residents may muster their political 
clout to oppose the development despite local zoning that permits the proposed 
development. There are few traditional tools that permit a win-win resolution of 
those disputes. But properly used, PDR and TDR offer great promise by 
purchasing development rights from those whose property is valued by the 
community for its open space and natural resource benefits. 
 
A purchase of development rights (PDR) program compensates the landowner 
for the value of lost development rights in exchange for maintaining the property 
at a desired use and density (usually very limited). Local governments in 
Michigan are currently permitted to use the purchase of development rights 
technique for farmland preservation under amendments to the three zoning 
enabling acts adopted in 1996 and for farmland, forestland, other open space 
and historic sites by means of conservation easements under PA 197 of 1980. 
 
For example, PDR could be used to buy the development rights of farmland. The 
farmer would still own the land and could continue to farm it, but its development 
value would have been captured by the farmer and converted into dollars. In the 
future, the farmer could sell the farm to another farmer at its farmland value. In 
this case, the development value is the difference between its value for 
development (under local and state regulations and current market conditions), 
and its value in its present state for agricultural uses. One method to determine 
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value is to have two independent appraisals made and then have these 
appraisals reviewed by a third appraiser. This helps ensure impartial and realistic 
pricing. 
 
Development rights can be acquired and recorded through a deed restriction, 
through a conservation easement or similar legal instrument. These are recorded 
with the County Register of Deeds and remain permanently with the property. 
 
A conservation easement is a legal agreement in which the landowner retains 
ownership of private property but conveys certain specifically identified rights to a 
land conservation organization or a public body. 
 
The first public PDR program in the USA was adopted in 1974 by Suffolk County, 
New York to prevent conversion of prime agricultural land for residential 
development. Today, however, the PDR concept is also being used as a way to 
preserve affordable housing, historic resources, scenic views, and neighborhood 
open space. 
 
Although less expensive than full property acquisition, PDR's are considerably 
more expensive than land regulation (like zoning) or TDR's (where the cost is 
transferred to the private sector), or tax break programs for resource preservation 
(which incur no direct out-of-pocket costs). Michigan, for example has used the 
Farmland and Open Space Preservation Act, PA 116 of 1974 (MCL 554.701 et 
seq), to temporarily extinguish development rights on prime farmland. PA 116 
offers farmers a property tax credit in return for retaining their land in agricultural 
production for a contract period of at least ten years. The credit does not match 
the market value of development rights.  
 
The disadvantage of tax break programs, however, is that a tax credit is not as 
lucrative an incentive to the farmer as a direct purchase of the development 
rights, or of all rights especially where intense development pressure promises 
quick and substantial pay-offs. PDR's in contrast, permit immediate pay-off for 
these development rights. The typical sources of financing for PDR's are 
donations, local bond issues (financed by local property taxes) or real estate 
transfer taxes, which in turn are placed in a PDR trust fund. Michigan does not 
presently have a law allowing real estate transfer taxes to be used to finance 
PDR programs and local governments are not permitted to independently adopt 
real estate transfer taxes. 
 
State PDR Programs 
PDR programs have been adopted in Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, New Jersey, and 
Vermont. Other states are also considering a state administered PDR program. 
Governor Engler's Agriculture and Development Task Force released a set of 
policy recommendations in December 1994 that included creation of a PDR 
program for farmland protection in Michigan. Legislation to create a Farmland 
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Trust Fund and Trust Fund Board to oversee an expanded PDR program in 
Michigan was passed in 2000. Presently, limited funds are available for PDR 
each year through dollars repaid to the state for tax benefits received under the 
PA 116 Farmland and Open Space Preservation program. This program is 
administered by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and has 
deadlines in April for its annual award program. In the first two years of this 
program, 1,879 acres of farmland development rights had been selected for 
purchase at a cost of $7.9 million dollars. By fall of 2001, over 4 million acres 
were subject to development rights purchases. However, until there is a 
substantial commitment of money from the state (probably from a state bond) it is 
unlikely this program will have much effect in Benzie County. In 1996 the three 
zoning enabling acts were amended to authorize adoption of PDR ordinances. 
 
Transfer of development rights (TDR) is related to purchase of development 
rights (PDR) discussed above. Both deal with the same separable property 
development right. But with TDR, transfers are between a developer and a 
landowner, not a governmental unit and a landowner as with PDR. 
 
The TDR Approach 
A TDR allows the property owner of a parcel of land to transfer a portion of 
his/her development capacity to another parcel while retaining ownership. TDR 
does this by establishing a market mechanism through which the development 
potential of property can be transferred. The property owner from which 
development rights are transferred (sending property) is compensated for the 
value of the development rights. The property on which the development rights 
are used (receiving property) can then be developed at a higher intensity than 
otherwise permitted through zoning. This can be a very substantial benefit for 
both the buyer and the seller and hence offers an incentive for the sale.  
 
A TDR program could be used to: 
• Encourage development at a higher density in a part of the community where 

the necessary urban services are or easily could be in place (i.e., sewer, 
water, roads, utilities, etc.)  

• Prevent the conversion of sensitive environmental or natural resource lands 
(like farms or forests or other community resources) to a higher, more intense 
land use. 

 
Figure 6 illustrates a common TDR approach. Natural resource lands like farm 
and forestland, or sensitive resource lands like wetlands, floodplains or sand 
dunes could be designated as sending zones. TDR has been used in cities to 
protect historic structures from destruction. Zoning regulations would restrict use 
but permit transfer of development rights. A developer with land in a designated 
receiving zone where there is adequate public infrastructure and services could 
buy sufficient development rights from qualified sellers in sending zones and be 
permitted to build at a higher density. The sellers, in return, are compensated for 
the value of the development rights in their parcels. A record of the sale of the 
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development rights is recorded with the County Register of Deeds. [In the future, 
if local regulations permit it, development rights could be purchased from another 
eligible parcel and re-established on the original parcel. This cycle may be 
desirable for young farmers in order to re-capitalize the development value of the 
farm so a future generation could repeat the cycle if they wanted to.] 
 
Figure 6 - Transfer of Development Rights 
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Figure 7 illustrates an example of development rights transfer to protect a 
wetlands area. The density of development in the receiving zone goes up only 
with the purchase of development rights from qualified sellers in the sending 
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zone. Both the sending and receiving zones are established after careful study 
and community planning. It is critical that ample land with adequate public 
services be available in the receiving zone and for the density increase to be 
financially worthwhile in order for a viable market in development rights to exist. 
 
Figure 7 - Transfer of Development Rights to Protect Wetland Sensitive 
Environment 
 

 
 
Graphic by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Legal Issues 
A TDR program could probably be initiated within a single jurisdiction in Michigan 
under the existing zoning enabling acts. For example, Section 121 of the 
Township Zoning Act (Act 184 of 1943, as amended), provides that the township 
board of an organized township may use zoning to provide for the regulation of 
land development and the establishment of special districts. These districts may 
apply to land areas and activities that are involved in special programs to achieve 
specific land management objectives and to deal with specific land use problems. 
A community could use a large area PUD overlay zone to establish sending and 
receiving districts. However, the legality of the process would be strengthened by 
state legislation establishing uniform standards and procedures for local TDR 
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programs. Cross jurisdiction transfers would also require new enabling 
legislation. Bills authorizing cross jurisdiction transfers have been considered by 
the legislature almost every year since 1994 but not passed by the Legislature. 
Legislation authorizing 5 pilot PDR programs was under legislative consideration 
in 2001 (See HB 5268). 
 
Advantages of PDR and TDR 
PDR's offer a number of advantages over transfer of development rights (TDR) 
programs: 
• Operating a PDR program is far less complex than a TDR program, where 

success relies on market conditions and a comprehensive understanding of 
the private real estate market.  

• PDR programs also avoid the density increases incurred by transferring 
development rights to a receiving zone. Rather, development rights are 
purchased and then permanently removed from the property. 

 
PDR programs also offer political and legal advantages over regulatory 
programs. PDR's are often more politically viable for farmland preservation than 
agricultural zoning, because they offer farmers an opportunity to capitalize on the 
development potential of their property and still keep it in agricultural production. 
In turn, farmers receive capital to reinvest in agricultural production or to provide 
retirement income. Limiting development rights through purchase rather than 
regulation, compensates the property owner directly and, thus, also avoids 
regulatory takings. 
 
In contrast, TDR also results in the farmer receiving compensation for 
development value, and does so at no local government expense. Development 
rights are purchased by developers, who in turn, pass the cost on to the new 
owners of the development. Thus, TDR is much cheaper from the local 
government perspective. This is a major advantage of TDR over PDR. TDR is 
more complicated to administer and is likely to generate complaints from 
landowners near a receiving zone because of the higher density. 
 
Conservation Easements 
 (The following discussion of conservation easements is adapted from an article 
in Planning & Zoning News, May 1991 by Glen A. Chown, Executive Director, 
Grand Traverse Regional Conservancy.) 
 
What is a Conservation Easement? 
A conservation easement is a legal agreement in which the landowner retains 
ownership of private property but conveys certain specifically identified rights to a 
land conservation organization or a public body. Owning property entitles you to 
exercise certain rights. Planting trees, building houses, and growing crops are all 
examples of a landowner's rights. The gift of a conservation easement involves 
giving up some of these rights (such as the right to develop the land at maximum 
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density) in order to protect the conservation values on the land. The owner may 
give up some or all of the development rights on the land. 
 
In Benzie County, the McKinley farm preservation effort included the sale of a 
conservation easement to the Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy of a 
portion of the farm while a few scenic view lots were retained without an 
easement for sale as additional income for the property owner. 
 
Why are Conservation Easements an Attractive Option for Land Protection? 
In the spectrum of land protection tools, conservation easements occupy an 
appealing niche between outright public or nonprofit ownership, at one extreme, 
and government land-use regulation at the other.  
• Easements are perpetual and often more restrictive than regulatory laws 

which, because they are subject to political winds, can be changed or 
circumvented.  

• Easements are tailored to the specific protection requirements of a particular 
property and to the desires of the individual landowner.  

• Easements keep property in private hands and on the tax rolls (in some cases 
at a lower assessment), and also can carry a lower initial price tag than 
outright acquisition.  

• Land trusts that adopt the use of conservation easements as a key tool in 
their land protection program can protect many more acres than if they relied 
solely on fee acquisition. 

 
Conservation easements are highly useful for land protection where private 
ownership and management make sense, and where long-term protection is a 
priority. Examples of such situations range from an 80 acre farm sold to a 
developer who wants to cluster 8 residential units on 15 acres and protect 65 
acres of open space to be held in common ownership; to a 500 foot privately 
owned greenbelt strip along a scenic highway; or an island in Lake Huron that 
has been in the same family for three generations. Easements are flexible and 
applicable to a wide variety of situations such as these. 
 
The widespread use of conservation easements in the United States has led to 
the adoption of enabling legislation by most states including Michigan. See the 
Conservation and Historic Preservation Easement Act, P.A. 197 of 1980; MCLA 
399.251 et seq. and the Parks, Playgrounds, Drives and Boulevards Act, P.A. 
161 of 1911; MCL 455.301 et seq. In addition, the federal government has 
acknowledged the deductibility of qualified easements and set forth the 
necessary qualifications through the Internal Revenue Code. 
 
What Motivates Private Landowners to Donate Conservation Easements? 
People donate conservation easements primarily because they wish to ensure 
long-term conservation of land which they value and which contains important 
natural qualities or open space amenities. Another attractive feature of 
easements for private landowners is that the property remains protected from 
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trespass just as any other private land, unless the owner specifically requests 
that access be allowed. 
 
For example, owners of an undeveloped ten-acre property with wetlands, 
uplands and shoreline could donate their right to develop the tract at a density 
greater than one residential unit. They could specify in the easement agreement 
that filling or draining of the wetlands is prohibited and restrict the location of the 
future residential building in order to protect the wetland and shoreline values. 
Management objectives can be incorporated in the easement document 
stipulating that vegetative buffer strips are to be maintained in the upland areas 
adjacent to wetlands and the shoreline. The landowner continues to own the 
property as before, but would no longer have the right to develop the property in 
a fashion that would damage the conservation values. They can continue all the 
traditional uses of the land that are consistent with that agreement. In addition, 
the land can be sold or passed on to heirs, but the long-term protection of the 
property is guaranteed because the conservation easement runs with the deed 
and is binding on future owners. 
 
Tax Benefits  
There are financial incentives because of the potential tax benefits associated 
with gifts of conservation easements. The gift of a qualified conservation 
easement in perpetuity can be a charitable contribution for federal income tax 
purposes. The value of the gift is measured by the decrease in the estimated fair 
market value of the land based on an appraisal that determines the value of the 
land before and after the easement donation. The difference in the two values is 
the value of the charitable contribution, and that amount may be deducted from 
federal income taxes. For example: 
• Fair market value of property before easement donation: $100,000 
• Fair market value of property after easement donation: $60,000 
• Value of easement donation: $40,000 
 
Valuation should be done by a competent land appraiser taking all relevant 
factors into consideration. The most important factors are usually the nature of 
the restrictions placed on the land and its location. The easement value may 
range from less than 10% to greater than 90% of the land's fair market value, 
depending on these and other factors. 
 
Heirs May be Able to Keep Large Tracts of Land 
Conservation easements may result in a reduction in federal estate taxes. When 
the land passes to heirs, it would be appraised without having development 
potential, which would therefore reduce the value of the property for estate tax 
purposes. Heirs may retain property they otherwise may have been forced to sell 
to pay estate taxes. 
 
Landowners may also benefit from potential reductions in real property taxes. For 
instance, if the assessed value of the property is reduced, then real property 
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taxes will be lowered. Landowners should consult their attorney and tax advisor 
to learn the specifics regarding tax advantages. 
 
What is Involved in Creating a Conservation Easement? 
A conservation easement is created like any other permanent interest in land, by 
having both parties agree to and sign a document which is recorded in the land 
records of the county where the land is located. In order to permanently preserve 
the land and allow the owner maximum tax benefits, conservation easements are 
donated in perpetuity. 
 
The preparation of an easement is a joint process between the landowner and 
the conservation organization. The landowner makes known his or her objectives 
regarding the use, conservation of natural resources and development (or 
restrictions thereon) of the property. A draft easement document spelling out 
these objectives is then prepared. Once the draft is completed, the landowner 
and the conservation organization review the document and revise it to clearly 
express the landowner's conservation objectives for the property. 
 
What Responsibilities Does the Holder of the Conservation Easement Have? 
Qualified conservation organizations or governmental units that can accept and 
hold conservation easements are responsible for monitoring compliance with the 
terms of donated easements. This is done by yearly inspection visits to easement 
sites upon arrangements with landowners. If the terms of the easement are 
breached, the organization holding the easement has the right to enforce the 
restrictions and require restoration of the property to its prior condition. 
 
Conservation Easement Examples from Other Parts of Michigan 
 
In 1989, the Little Traverse Conservancy launched a conservation easement 
program to encourage private landowners to protect their land in Emmet, 
Charlevoix, Cheboygan, Chippewa and Mackinac Counties. The program is 
designed to protect land before it is threatened by development, and is 
experiencing tremendous success. Between 1989 and 1991, twenty private 
landowners donated easements over their property, protecting over 800 acres of 
the region's most scenic and sensitive natural areas. In addition, the 
Conservancy is using the easement tool as the cornerstone in their efforts to 
establish corridor protection programs along scenic roads such as the M-119 
highway from Petoskey to Cross Village, and inland lake watersheds. 
 
M-119 is one of Michigan's most scenic highways and is currently experiencing 
tremendous development pressures. The Little Traverse Conservancy is 
responding to this challenge by encouraging over 700 landowners throughout the 
35-mile corridor surrounding the road to donate conservation easements and 
land to their organization. The goal of the program is to ensure that there is a 
balance between new development and preservation so that the scenic qualities 
of this spectacular drive remain intact. The Conservancy is encouraging 
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landowners to donate easements to protect greenbelt strips and to limit the scale 
and type of development that will take place in the future. The success of this 
corridor program is generating interest from local and state governments who are 
exploring possible cooperative efforts with the Conservancy to further their M-119 
protection goals. In addition, the Conservancy is optimistic that their M-119 
Scenic Protection Program can be used as a model for protecting scenic road 
corridors throughout the state. 
 
One tool that is being used in conjunction with the Conservancy's efforts to 
encourage conservation easement donations on M-119 is an escrow program. 
Landowners in a particular neighborhood are identified and approached about a 
donation of an easement that will be held in escrow until sufficient numbers of the 
neighbors agree to do the same. By using this mechanism, landowners quickly 
realize that it's in their best interest if everyone in the area does their part to 
protect the neighborhood from over-development. This technique of harnessing 
peer influence is also being successfully used to protect farmland in the Kentucky 
Bluegrass Country and in Duchess County, New York. 
 
The Cedar Shores Company of Charlevoix donated a conservation easement to 
the Conservancy of over 175 acres of land adjacent to a cluster development on 
Susan Lake in Hayes Township. The Conservancy also received an outright gift 
of land to become a nature preserve with 240 feet of frontage on Susan Lake and 
800 feet of scenic frontage on Boyne City Road. 
 
The property was part of an historic farm. The conservation values of the 
property include a creek watershed, wetlands, farmland, and scenic road and 
lake frontage. The area also supports an abundance of wildlife with a wintering 
yard for whitetail deer. 
 
The developer contacted the Conservancy early in his planning process and 
requested their assistance. The developer created a plan that involves clustering 
24 single-family residences on approximately 80 acres of the total 275 acres. The 
Conservancy and the developer drafted a conservation easement to protect the 
adjacent 175 acres by preventing further development of the property. The 
easement-protected property will be held by the owners of the 24 lots and will be 
monitored by the Conservancy. Recreational use of the natural areas by the lot 
owners will be permitted under the terms of the easement. 
 
According to the developer, the conservation easement has, in effect, become a 
marketing tool for him. When you can tell a potential buyer that they will have 175 
acres in their backyard of fields and forestland that will never be developed and 
that they can ride horses, hike or ski upon the land it adds an attractive element 
of protection that few other developments can offer. The developer indicated that 
the amenity package, guaranteed by the easement, has helped him sell lots at a 
faster rate than with conventional development projects. 
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REGULATIONS & CONTROLS 
 
Right-to-Farm Laws 
Many people move to agricultural communities because they enjoy the beauty of 
the working landscape. And while a rural community may be serene to some, to 
others agriculture is an industry that does not always conform to its pastoral 
image. As a result, normal agricultural practices and residential neighbors can 
come into conflict. As new residents move to farming areas, they often complain 
about early-morning noises or the application of agri-chemicals, not to mention 
the odors, slow-moving vehicles and other operations associated with 
commercial farm production. In turn, farmers may complain about theft and 
vandalism, or about neighbors riding dirt bikes through their newly planted fields. 
 
To protect agriculture from nuisance suits and local ordinances limiting farm 
activities, all 50 states have passed “right-to-farm" laws. Although the laws differ 
in specifics, they are all supposed to protect farmers and farm operations from 
nuisance liability.  
 
There are two types of nuisances: public and private. Right-to-farm laws can 
protect farmers and normal agricultural operations from either type of suit. Private 
nuisances affect property owners' individual land rights, and private nuisance 
laws protect landowners from other people interfering with this right. Public 
nuisances involve actions that injure the public at large, such as industrial 
pollution. While right-to-farm laws are meant to protect against harassment and 
groundless lawsuits, they do not exempt farmers from environmental regulations 
or local health and safety laws. 
 
Often, right-to-farm provisions are based on commonly held guidelines for sound 
agricultural practices. Typically, they respond to the following questions: 
• Does the practice violate federal, state or local laws? 
• Is the practice supported by experts in the field? 
• Is the practice causing a public health problem or property damage? 
• What is the relationship between the practice and production? 
• Is there a reasonable alternative? 
 
Although right-to-farm laws are not a panacea, they can play a role in preventing 
the conversion of farmland to urban uses. They do this by keeping the “climate” 
for agriculture conducive for farming, even in the face of migration into a farming 
area by nonfarm residents. However, because these laws tend to be fairly 
general and have not been tested much in court, it is hard to tell how effective 
they will be in the long run. While appellate courts sometimes have sided with 
farmers when deciding nuisance suits, in many cases they have not. 

 
Right-to-farm laws are most effective when the facts of the case fit the language 
and any specific provisions included in the law. The more general or vague the 
statutory language, the less likely it will be effective.  
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Disclosure Notices 
One way to strengthen right-to-farm laws is to notify new landowners in 
agricultural areas about the law and the fact that they are buying or leasing a 
home next to a commercial farm. Typically, this is done in the deed in or a 
contract of sale. 
 
This notification should state the right of farmers to farm without fear of nuisance 
suits and that neighbors may not complain about current future normal 
agricultural practices. It should also require neighbors to sign a statement 
indicating they have read the notice and understand its implications. 
Furthermore, local governments can require disclosure notices as part of their 
zoning and subdivision approval processes. 
 
The Michigan Legislature passed Michigan’s Right-to-Farm Act, PA 93 of 1981, 
amended in 1995 , which among other points, provides for the inclusion of 
disclosure language on the deed to all property sold in agriculturally zoned 
property. In the Right-to-Farm Act inclusion of the language is voluntary but in the 
Land Division Act, PA 288 of 1967, the inclusion of the following disclosure is 
required for any new land division: “This property may be located within the 
vicinity of farm land or a farm operation. Generally accepted agricultural and 
management practices which may generate noise, dust, odors, and other 
associated conditions maybe used and are protected by the Michigan Right-to-
Farm Act.” 
 
Zoning 
The following zoning provisions can play an important role in protecting open 
space, natural resources and agricultural use of the land and are described on 
subsequent pages: 

• Agricultural Zoning 
• Exclusive Use Zoning 
• Quarter/Quarter Zoning 
• Sliding Scale Zoning 
• Conditional Use Zoning 
• Existing Use Zoning 
• Buffer Districts 
• Conservation, Cluster or Open Space Zoning 
• Ag Security Area 
• Floodplain Zoning 
• Wetland Zoning 
• Sand Dune Zoning 
• Corridor Overlay Zoning. 

 
(Portions of this section are adapted from “Farmland Protection Techniques” by 
the American Farmland Trust.) 
Planning and zoning are important agriculture, forest, recreation, open space and 
other natural resource protection tools at the local level. A comprehensive plan 
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can include a commitment to local natural resources, supporting both the 
resources and the businesses that use them. Good zoning achieves the goals of 
a comprehensive plan. Zoning ordinances, lot size requirements and 
specifications for roads and subdivisions have a tremendous effect on how a 
community develops or protects its open space and natural resource lands. 
 
Unfortunately, many local planning and zoning documents and commission or 
board appointees hasten the demise of open spaces and natural resources that 
planning goals indicate the community wants to protect. Many local planning 
boards and assume that farming is a residential land use. They then zone 
farmland or forestland in rural/residential districts. Another common regulatory 
assumption is that farmland or forestlands are interim uses, simply being held 
until replaced by urban or suburban development. In this case, farm or forest 
land is zoned agricultural or forest management and then rezoned to a higher 
intensity use when a developer arrives with a more intensive use proposal. 
 
Ideally, planning and zoning promote land uses that best suit local social, 
economic and environmental qualities. If sustaining the agricultural economy and 
farmland protection are agreed-upon objectives, then this should be reflected in 
the planning and zoning process and in zoning regulations. Communities have 
many regulatory options available they can adapt to suit their own characteristics 
and needs. These are outlined in the following section. 
 
Agricultural Zoning 
True agricultural zoning is rare in Michigan. Although many rural areas have what 
they call agricultural zoning, these zones usually permit many other uses. 
Indeed, they almost always include non-farm residential uses at densities as low 
as an acre or less. True agricultural zoning protects farmland from any 
development that could prevent or hinder its future use for commercial 
agriculture. 
 
Agricultural zones are often area-based. This means that ordinances designate 
how many non-farm dwellings are allowed on a certain-sized (area) parcel. They 
generally require building on small lots instead of dividing the original tract into 
large, equally sized lots. Most are fixed area-based, for example, allowing one 
dwelling for every 40 acres (quarter/quarter zoning). Others are sliding scale 
area-based, or conditional, where the dwelling and acreage allowances are more 
flexible. A few limit the rate of development of the allowed units. 
 
By its very nature, agricultural zoning will limit non-farm uses and the 
development potential of the land. For bona fide agricultural zoning to be 
effective, farming must be profitable in the area, and farmers must be committed 
to keeping their land in production. If these conditions are present and there is 
sufficient will and strong farm leadership, then agricultural zoning can be a 
compelling response to suburban forces that often pressure farmers off their 
land. 
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In general, strict agricultural zoning works best when combined with incentive 
programs. For example, the equity protection offered by PDR or TDR programs 
may convince farmers that agricultural zoning can be in their best interest when 
these two techniques are used together. In this way, PDR or TDR can serve as 
the carrot that helps mitigate the impact of zoning's regulatory stick. 
 
Exclusive Agricultural Zoning & Quarter/Quarter Zoning 
Exclusive agricultural zoning establishes large minimum acreage requirements 
for non-farm rural residences and generally prohibits nonfarm dwellings. It can 
severely restrict other non-farm uses although some special land uses related to 
agriculture may be permitted. 
 
Exclusive agricultural zoning can be a successful farmland protection tool if it 
requires sufficiently large minimum lot sizes to support viable agricultural 
operations. Communities must determine their own minimum lots depending on 
the type of production in their areas. Typically these range from 30 to 160 acres. 
In fact, the Illinois courts upheld a 160-acre minimum lot size in an agricultural 
zone that was prepared to conform to a comprehensive county plan seeking to 
protect important farmlands. In Benzie County, there are not many large 
agriculture parcels remaining. The minimum lot size would have to be in the 
range of 30 to 40 acres and there may not be sufficient support among farmers 
who want to be able to sell off ten or twenty acre parcels for supplemental 
income. 
 
Quarter/Quarter Zoning 
Quarter/quarter zoning is used in many parts of Michigan. One nonfarm dwelling 
is permitted on each quarter/quarter section (40 acres). That dwelling is on a lot 
usually restricted a maximum lot size of 2 acres. If a farmer owns 160 acres, then 
4 nonfarm lots would be permitted on not more than 8 acres. These lots could be 
clustered together and are usually required to be located on land suited for 
homesites, but not prime farmland, unless there were no nonprime land on the 
farm. See Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 - Quarter/Quarter Zoning 
 

 
Graphic by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Sliding-Scale Zoning 
Sliding-scale zones work best in areas with a wide range of parcel sizes and 
when landowners participate in setting the dimensions of the scale. Further 
refinement can be achieved by establishing minimum and maximum building lot 
sizes. To keep productive farmland in agricultural use, maximum lot sizes 
(usually one or two acres) can be established, and non-farm development 
encouraged on less productive land. 
 
The number of buildable lots allowed under this approach is set by a scale that 
weighs the total size of the parcel. Proportionally, owners of smaller parcels are 
allowed to split more land into lots than owners of larger parcels. See Figure 9. A 
number of Washtenaw County townships and Alpine Township in Kent County 
use this technique. 
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Figure 9 - Sliding Scale Zoning 
 

 
Graphic by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Conditional-Use Zoning 
Conditional-use zoning is fairly common for certain land uses in agricultural 
zones and is considered a special land use permit approach. It provisionally 
allows non-farm uses based on discretionary standards. These uses may or may 
not be permitted by the zoning authority. Authorities typically base their decisions 
on whether the use is consistent with the purposes of the zone. Standards may 
include: 
• Whether the use is compatible with surrounding uses 
• Whether the use adversely affects environmental areas  
• How much the use would add to public service costs.  
 
It is the conditional aspect of this technique that really sets it apart from other 
types of agricultural zoning where non-farm dwellings are generally permitted by 
right. In Michigan, only a few jurisdictions apply this approach to nonfarm 
residences. 
 
Existing-Use Zoning 
Existing-use zoning is a straightforward way to keep large open areas in their 
current use. Typical zoning can be fairly complex, regulating use, density, lot size 
and placing restrictions on structures and design. On the other hand, existing-use 
zoning does not set up stringent requirements. It simply allows the continuation 
of uses for which the land is already adapted. In this way, it is best suited to fairly 
rural areas where land uses are stable and the community supports continued 
agricultural use. In short, existing-use zoning helps communities maintain current 
land use patterns. However, it is often easy to get a change to another more 
intensive zoning class, if so, then existing use zoning is ineffective for agriculture 
zoning. 
 
Buffer Districts 
Buffer districts can offer country living opportunities while minimizing the tension 
between commercial agriculture and suburban land uses. They can help protect 
the long-term integrity of an agricultural district, particularly if exclusive 
agricultural zoning is in force. The number and placement of buffer districts 
varies according to the preferences and circumstances of individual communities. 
A simple buffer area could act as a transition between an exclusive agricultural 
zone and one that allows for more intensive development. For example, it could 
provide for single-family homes on specified lot sizes while still permitting 
continued agricultural production. See Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 - Buffer District 
 

 
 
Source: Planning and Zoning for Farmland Protection: A Community Based Approach, American Farmland Trust. Graphic 
by Mark Wyckoff, Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Conservation, Cluster or Open Space Zoning 
Cluster or open space zoning is designed to protect open land while allowing 
new development. Its basic concept is to increase density on part of a parcel 
while leaving the rest of the parcel undeveloped. The total number of houses 
allowed remains the same, but the impact of the development on natural 
resources is minimized. The costs of providing public services should also be 
reduced because the houses are closer together and less utility line and road 
surface is needed (which also means there is less to maintain). 
 
To date, while potentially protecting some open space, cluster zoning has not 
been widely applied to protect commercial farmland. Generally, underlying 
zoning densities are too high to protect much agricultural land, however, it can 
protect considerable forestland and sensitive environment. In order to make sure 
the open space is permanently protected, it is necessary to place a conservation 
easement on it. However, clustering can raise many tensions between residential 
and agricultural land uses. If clustering is to be used as a farmland protection 
technique, provisions also must be made to protect commercial farming or 
recognize that lower impact operations may be more appropriate near cluster 
developments. 
 
Generally, buffers are located at the edge of where a residential development 
abuts farmland. Communities can set their own limits on buffer strips to address: 
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distance from homes, number of rows, spacing between rows, height and 
species of vegetation to use or other applicable conditions. 
 
Using conservation subdivisions, large parcel property owners can finance the 
protection of their best farm, forest or recreation land by developing a small 
portion of the parcel. The technique helps balance resource and open space 
protection with the financial needs of the landowner. See Figure 11. 
 
Key to this technique is to develop the least resource rich or scenic portions of 
the property. Many farms, forests or recreation properties have some less 
productive land with qualities that make it attractive for development. Those 
areas should be the portions developed. Generally, this technique follows the 
existing density for the zoning district, but there is a maximum lot size imposed 
that is smaller than that suggested by the zoned density. By setting aside a 
limited number of lots and locating them so they do not interfere with the farming 
operation, landowners can obtain cash while continuing to farm. A limited 
development may be combined with the donation or sale of conservation 
easements on the remaining land. This technique requires flexibility in local 
planning and zoning ordinances to accommodate limited development. 
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Figure 11 - Conservation Subdivision Compared to Other Land Division 
Patterns. 
 

 
 
Graphic by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
This technique usually requires an up-front investment in infrastructure for 
access because the multiple lots generally are not located directly on public 
roads. Coordination with local regulations for public or private roads is important. 
Public and private road standards adopted by the local units of government 
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should also reflect the goals of natural resource and open space protection by 
accommodating roads that are minimally intrusive on the landscape. This usually 
means narrow right-of-ways and narrower road surfaces. 
 
Large-Lot Zoning 
Large-lot zoning that designates minimum lot sizes as small as five to 10 acres 
generally is not considered a farmland protection technique. In fact, it may even 
encourage the premature conversion of farmland because it results in people 
purchasing more residential acreage than they want to buy or need to build a 
home in the zone. It also results in dividing up farm and forest land very quickly. 
A 100 acre farm can be divided into ten, 10 acre lots in a matter of moments. 
Large-lot zoning often is used in conjunction with long "permitted by right" use-
lists that treat agricultural zones merely as holding zones rather than as 
important commercial agricultural zones worthy of special protection from 
incompatible uses.  
 
Overlay Zones 
Communities may use agricultural, forestry or sensitive area overlay districts to 
direct development away from important resource lands. Overlay districts place 
additional incentives and controls on land within the district to accomplish 
planning goals. The purpose of these districts is to minimize the impact of 
development on farms, forests, wetlands, floodplains, sand dunes and other 
sensitive areas. While overlays soften the impact of development, they generally 
regulate how, not whether, important natural resources are developed. In these 
cases, they will not change underlying density requirements or limit non-farm 
uses. 
 
Agricultural or forestry overlay districts can be used to trigger cluster-zoning 
provisions, buffer strips and other performance standards. However, this 
approach often avoids the more difficult question of whether non-farm 
development should be allowed in the first place. 
 
Agriculture Security Areas 
Agriculture security areas are legally-recognized geographic areas formed by 
one or more landowners and approved by one or more government agencies. 
Enrollment in an agriculture security area is voluntary. Landowners receive a 
variety of benefits that may include tax benefits, protection against unreasonable 
government regulation, protection against private nuisance lawsuits, and 
eligibility in a PDR or TDR program. Enabling legislation for agricultural security 
areas has been considered by the Michigan legislature but has not been passed. 
 
Floodplain Zoning 
The floodplain is the area where floodwaters spread when the natural stream or 
river channel overflows its banks because it cannot accommodate runoff from 
storms or melting snow. In addition to the protection afforded a community by the 
temporary storage of floodwaters, floodplains can also serve as important 
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groundwater recharge and wildlife habitat areas. Floodplain zoning serves to 
restrict development in the floodplain by requiring building occur above a certain 
elevation or by limiting or prohibiting filling that would diminish stormwater 
retention capacity. 
 
Wetland Zoning 
Wetlands are areas where water is the controlling factor influencing plant and 
animal communities. Wetlands serve the important functions of providing of 
stormwater retention and purification, groundwater recharge, spawning areas for 
many species of fish, wildlife habitat and scenery and open space. Wetland 
zoning requires permit approval for filling, dredging, draining and construction in 
wetlands (except for certain agricultural and forestry purposes). The state and 
federal government regulate certain wetlands in Benzie County, such as Great 
Lakes coastal wetlands, wetlands contiguous to the Great Lakes, inland lakes, 
rivers and streams. Local wetland zoning can be more restrictive than that of the 
state or federal government if the wetland resources are well mapped and 
documented. It may be possible for local zoning to establish development 
setbacks from such natural features as wetlands. Benzie County has drafted a 
wetlands ordinance modeled on that of Antrim County and Meridian Township. 
The advantages for Benzie County to have its own wetland ordinance are to 
better coordinate development practices with local environmental protection 
standards, to provide the development community with greater certainty 
regarding regulation of water resources and to provide greater oversight of 
development as it might affect County water resources.  
 
Sand Dune Zoning 
Dunes along the Benzie County shore of Lake Michigan are dramatic but highly 
fragile land formations and plant and animal ecosystems. Because vegetation 
plays an important role in the stability of a sand dune, development that disturbs 
vegetation can be highly destructive to both the ecosystem and to private 
property. The state passed the Sand Dune Protection and Management Act (Sec 
353 of PA 451 of 1994) that requires a permit to clear vegetation, alter the shape 
of, engage in forestry or recreational activity or to build on areas designated as 
“critical dunes.” These areas are mapped and the areas in Benzie County 
considered critical dunes are available from the Benzie County Planning 
Department. The legislation permits local units of government to establish local 
zoning for sand dune areas. Local zoning can establish performance standards 
for activities in dune areas that encourage special construction approaches, 
evaluate building height and siting and vegetation clearing, promote erosion 
control, require the use of native vegetation and limit lot width-to-depth ratios. If 
local zoning is not adopted, the DEQ is required to implement state sand dune 
regulations. 
 
Corridor Overlay Zoning 
An overlay zone is a separate zone placed over an existing zoning district that 
adds new regulations to those of the underlying zone. It is useful for protecting 
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areas with special characteristics, such as those below. A corridor overlay zone 
can be placed over a transportation or natural features corridor, such as a river. 
 
Overlay zoning only works well where the uses permitted and standards that 
apply in the underlying zoning district are appropriate. In the case of corridor 
overlay zoning designed to protect open space and natural features, that means 
the zoning of underlying districts should only permit low intensity land uses 
except in limited planned nodes with adequate public infrastructure. Land along 
corridors should not be strip zoned for residential, commercial industrial or office 
uses. This promotes and exemplifies sprawl (like Chum’s Corners south of 
Traverse City). Residential uses should only be allowed in clusters with widely 
spaced access points. All non residential uses should be allowed only in nodes 
where some commercial or industrial uses are already located. New roads, 
streets and/or driveways should be widely spaced and build back of the main 
road. 
 
In some cases, this may require downzoning, or zoning to a lower intensity use 
classification (sometimes referred to as “right zoning”). Where there is resistance 
to this the community may need to require all land uses abutting the corridor 
(other than an individual single family home) to obtain a special use permit and 
then only approve according to standards that require all public facilities to be 
adequate (i.e. road appropriate quality for expected level of use, there is public 
sewer, public water, storm drainage, etc.). Conformance with access 
management, sign and buffering standards would also be required. 
 
Access Management 
Access management is a set of proven techniques that can help reduce traffic 
congestion, preserve the flow of traffic, improve traffic safety, prevent crashes, 
preserve existing road capacity and preserve investment in roads by managing 
the location, design and type of access to property.  
 
Overlay zones are one method for managing access. All proposed land uses 
within the defined corridor(s) are reviewed to ensure consistency with the access 
standards as well as with all requirements of the underlying zone. The overlay 
zone technique is often used along commercial and industrial corridors for which 
a separate access management, or corridor management plan has been 
prepared. Typically an access management overlay zone will provide more 
detailed, or refined access regulations that are specific to a particular corridor, 
than those in other regulatory text that apply to all development in the 
community.  In many communities, the overlay zone is separately depicted on 
the Zoning Map. Overlay zones are often used where there is political support for 
access regulations on busy commercial corridors, but not along other roadways 
in the community.  An overlay zone is also a desirable approach when a corridor 
with similar characteristics extends across several jurisdictions. An overlay zone 
can cross jurisdiction borders, but each community along the corridor needs to 
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adopt the same provisions (for the portion of the corridor within their borders) to 
get the desired uniformity.  
 
Signs 
Effective sign controls are crucial for maintaining traffic safety, preserving 
community character, encouraging economic development and protecting the 
natural beauty of the landscape.  
 
Sign regulations may be included in the zoning ordinance or in a separate sign 
code. Sign regulations address the number of permitted signs per property, as 
well as size, character and illumination, required setbacks, height, shape, 
materials and quality. 
 
A sign overlay district would place special regulations on those signs placed 
within the designated corridor that add conditions not found elsewhere in the 
community. Such a corridor may be one that is highly scenic or that has 
particular safety concerns due to congestion, speed of traffic or difficult driving 
conditions. It may be that regular sign provisions could be adequate without a 
separate overlay zone, but then the regulations would apply to all signs in the 
community. 
 
Buffers and Landscaping 
Buffers are typically plantings (but could include constructed barriers such as 
fences) used to screen an undesirable view or to create a barrier to filter air-born 
dust or pollution in water. Landscaping is used to improve visual quality of the 
community, limit soil erosion and often to provide a buffer. Many local zoning 
ordinances provide for some buffering or landscaping requirement for new 
construction or where there are potentially conflicting adjacent land uses. 
 
Sometimes the landscaping ordinances will supply a list of recommended plants 
as well as a list of prohibited plants (typically trees that are undesirable along 
streets or near underground sewer pipes). 
 
Natural river overlay ordinances usually prohibit removal of a naturally occurring 
riverbank vegetative buffer, except for a narrow access path and selective 
clearing to establish views. The purposes of these ordinances are to retain a 
natural appearance, protect water quality, protect the stream bank from erosion 
and to provide for wildlife habitat. See Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 - Vegetative Buffer 
 

 
Graphic by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc., adapted from the Midland County River Protection Plan 
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR BENZIE COUNTY 
 
Introduction 
Design guidelines are instructions on how to develop properties in ways that 
improve or help preserve the character of a community. They are voluntary, 
relying on the good will of property owners to do the right thing. 
 
These design guidelines are tailored to the north woods character of Benzie 
County, as all design guidelines should be specific to their own and not another 
community’s character, especially one from a distant region. In large part these 
guidelines are based on those prepared for the award-winning Grand Traverse 
Bay Region Development Guidebook, now in its third printing. While that 
guidebook was prepared for the region including Benzie County, there are some 
refinements and priorities that reflect Benzie County interests included here. To 
study guidelines for a wider range of topics, please see the Guidebook. A copy 
is available in the Benzie County Planning Department and can be purchased 
from the Grand Traverse Regional Chamber of Commerce. 
 
These design guidelines show that there is a better way to develop properties 
than the conventional way, which can also be the most destructive way. The 
intent of this OS&NRP Plan is to foster the understanding among members of the 
Benzie County community that the better way should become the conventional 
way. 
 
Vegetation Management 
If the people of Benzie County take no other action than preserve north woods 
vegetation along road corridors, they would go a long way toward protecting the 
scenic qualities of the County. Road side clearing of trees and replacement with 
non-native vegetation is the single most destructive act against the scenic 
qualities of Benzie County. 
 
Figure 13 shows how to develop a residential property and still preserve north 
woods character and natural resource values. The recommended plants for such 
use are listed in Appendix F. Also note Appendix G, a list of threatened and 
endangered species provides potential plants for north woods character 
plantings. However, it is important not to collect such plants from the wild as that 
is illegal. 
 
The appropriate location for ornamental plants is close to the house. It is not 
always easy to obtain native plants, but is becoming increasingly easier. If they 
are small, some may be legally collected in the wild, perhaps on another part of 
the same property. The best approach is to not clear the vegetation along the 
road if north woods species already exist there. This can be by far the least 
expensive approach. One may be able to simply let nature take over the roadside 
strip, although this is a slower process. North woods species are likely to re-
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colonize the area, in time. Contact those resources listed in Appendix F for 
sources of native plant materials. 
 
Figure 13 - Buffer Strips on Residential Properties 
 

 
 
Source: Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Photo 12 - Vegetated buffer strip on commercial property on M 115. 
 

 
Photo by Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Figure 14 - Typical Clearing for New Dwelling  
 

 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Figure 15 - The better approach to home site development that protects 
scenic character. 
 

 
 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
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View Protection 
 
Benzie County is blessed with many ridgetops that both afford distant views and 
are interesting scenic landforms. Houses and access roads can be built upon 
them with minimum damage to the scenic character of the County if the 
developers exercise care. 
 
Figure 16 - Cleared ridge top spoils view of forested hills. 
 

Typical 

 
 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Figure 17 - Homes built among woods on ridge top.  
 
 Better 

 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Minimal clearing for house, drive and septic system footprints. Put the access 
road on the opposite side of the hill most seen from scenic highways. 
 
Water Quality Protection 
Protecting Benzie County’s pristine water quality is a vital task. The primary 
water quality threats are bacteria and excessive nutrients from leaking sanitary 
human and concentrated animal waste sewage treatment systems (household 
septic and municipal), eroded soil from construction and other land clearing, 
nutrients from fertilizer, pesticide and herbicide applications, road and parking lot 
runoff and road salt. The capacity of Benzie County rivers and streams to support 
cold water fish such as trout also depends on the temperature of the water. 
Stream water will stay cool enough if shaded by stream-side vegetation and if fed 
more from ground water than storm water runoff from pavement and roof tops.  
 
The Benzie Leelanau Health Department tries to strictly enforce the health codes 
and was the first to inspect septic systems at the time of sale of the structure. 
Lakes and streams benefit as well as groundwater that most Benzie residents 
rely upon for household use. 
 
If property owners treat stream banks as they should roadsides—maintaining 
vegetative buffers—water quality will be better protected. This is the concept 
behind the natural rivers designation along parts of the Betsie River that requires 
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minimum riverbank clearing. It is also important that snowmelt and rain that runs 
off from parking lots, roads and rooftops not flow directly into lakes, streams and 
rivers. Runoff from such impervious surfaces should flow through vegetative or 
mechanical filters and through shaded ground areas before reaching streams or 
rivers (and lakes). See Figure 12 under the discussion of overlay zoning. 
 
Sign Design 
Signs are one of the most important advertising elements for businesses and 
they help residents and visitors find their way and where to shop. Signs also are 
a part of the character of a community and if not designed well, can reflect poorly 
and help distract drivers and cause vehicular crashes. 
 
Since business owners may have a considerable investment in existing signs, it 
is important that they be provided with opportunities (and sometimes incentives) 
to make improvements over time. Some businesses, especially those limited by 
the short summer season, have few funds for such improvements and novel 
ways of providing new designs or construction services should be sought. For 
example, a high school shop class could work with the high school art 
department to help out a few businesses each year by designing and fabricating 
new signs. Sometimes local banks will offer low interest loans for sign 
replacements consistent with new regulations. Local sign companies may be 
encouraged to offer discounts if enough businesses act within a 1 to 2 year time 
period. 
 
Because of the competitive nature of business, it is important that improvements 
in signs take place in a way that is fair to business owners. It would also be 
helpful if the community provided a design service or if business owners helped 
each other in promoting good sign design. Communities with design guidelines 
for signs usually find that a sign ordinance that restricts the number, size and 
type of signs is necessary. The best approach for communities that undertake a 
revision of sign ordinances is to make sure the revisions apply to everyone and 
that the new standards fit the needs of the community. It can be helpful if 
business owners participate in developing the standards. 
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Figure 18- The common approach to sign design that results in confusing 
and unattractive road corridors. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
 
Figure 19 - A better approach to sign design that improves driver safety, 
better protects scenic quality while attracting customers to businesses. 

 
Source: Grand Traverse Bay Region Development Guidebook, 1st Edition, 1992 Graphic by Coy Vaughn, Planning & 
Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Architectural Design 
There is a trend in America for new homes to be built according to a limited 
range of styles that have little relationship to local styles. This breeds an 
“anywhere” appearance that does nothing to set Benzie County apart as special. 
 
Home builders should identify a range of home building (and business) styles 
and materials common to Benzie County over the past one or two hundred years 
and incorporate them into new home construction. 
 
Homes and businesses being remodeled should have the original style restored 
where possible.  
 
There is no one style that is common to Benzie County and it would be boring if 
there were. See Photos 13 to 16. Some have described architecture in the 
County as eclectic (being of many different origins) and that this is a desirable 
feature of the County. This means that the range of styles architects and builders 
use is wider than in many other communities. However, it also places a 
responsibility on architects and builders to use those many styles and to not 
apply one style, especially if that style is common elsewhere and has no 
foundation in Benzie County. 
 
Figure 20 - Points to Consider in Establishing an Attractive Architectural 
Character 

 
 
Source: Leelanau County General Plan, Graphic by John Warbach, Planning & Zoning Center, Inc. 
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Photo 13 - Facades in City of Frankfort 
 

 
 
Photo by Benzie County Citizen 
 
Photo 14 - Residential Architectural Style in Benzie County 
 

 
 
Photo by Benzie County Citizen 
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Photo 15 - Village Architecture in Beulah 
 

 
 
Photo by Benzie County Citizen 
 
 
Photo 16 - Variety of Functional Architecture Displayed by Drive-In Theater 
 

 
Photo by Benzie County Citizen 
 
Many communities successfully implement award programs to encourage 
businesses to follow design guidelines and to keep their properties well 
maintained. These programs should be well publicized so that the winning 
business owners who put forth the effort are widely recognized and that those 
who have not see a benefit in doing so. 


